OCEANSIDE BMX VOLUNTEER

POSITIONS

Volunteer Positions that are required to
make our track run safely and smoothly.
Please come and talk to us at registration
if you would be interested in helping out in
any of these areas.

Concession: We require a minimum of 2 individuals to open and
run the concession on Tuesday Race nights. This position runs from 5:30 until the completion of
the race.

BBQ Flipper: We require someone to manage and run the BBQ on
race nights. This position required the person to start around 6-6:30
and concludes at the end of the races.
Announcer: Required for the duration of the race event usually
starting at 6:30 until the completion of the races. This position helps
to keep everyone informed as to what group is currently on the track. You will be given moto
sheets with all the riders on it and can talk as little or as much as you want.
Staging: Crowd control up in the staging area. This position is responsible for getting the correct
moto into the gates and confirming lane assignments. Position starts just before race time and
ends upon completion of the last moto.

OCEANSIDE BMX VOLUNTEER

POSITIONS
Corner officials: We require at least 3 officials on the track to monitor
a section of the track. This position would require you to run out on the
track to help a rider up or block the track from any further accidents
that might occur. This position starts at the commencement of the races
and finishes when all the racing has concluded.
Finish Line: This position 2 people are required to stand at the finish
line for the duration of the race and record the finishes for each
individual motos and to add up at the completion of the 3rd moto .
Race Registration: This requires 2 people and starts at 5:30 and completes at the start of the
races. One person is required to answer the phones and take pre-registrations. The other involves
imputation all riders into the computer in Motomaker and taking registration at the window. Then
printing off all motos at race time and making corrections as needed.
Pre-event Track prep: General track cleanup prior to racing
to
ensure that the track is safe, watered, lining
the corners and raking.

Head Track Official: This position involves overseeing the
entire Track officiating. This person is the rule book enforcer
if there is any protest. This position requires someone to have a good knowledge of the current
rule book.
Gate Person: This position requires someone to run the gates prior to racing (starting around
6:00) and during the races. You need to be vigilant that the track is clear and run gates in a timely
manner so we can conclude our races in a timely manner.
50/50 Ticket Seller: This is a very important position as it is the only way we
make money to help purchasing prizes for the track members for our year end
party. You would need to sell tickets starting at 6:00 and sales must be
completed and monies counted prior to the start of the last round of motos.
Stickies: This position involves handing out stickies to the riders at the window of the moto shed.
This job starts during the 3rd round of motos and finishes up usually 5-10mins after racing ends.

